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ABSTRACT
Objective Many studies have analysed gender bias in
academic medicine; however, no comprehensive synthesis
of the literature has been performed. We conducted a
pooled analysis of the difference in the proportion of men
versus women with full professorship among academic
physicians.
Design Systematic review and meta-analysis.
Data sources MEDLINE, Embase, Cochrane Central
Register of Controlled Trials, Education Resources
Information Center and PsycINFO were searched from
inception to 3 July 2020.
Study selection All original studies reporting faculty rank
stratified by gender worldwide were included.
Data extraction and synthesis Study screening, data
extraction and quality assessment were performed by
two independent reviewers, with a third author resolving
discrepancies. Meta-analysis was conducted using
random-effects models.
Results Our search yielded 5897 articles. 218 studies
were included with 991 207 academic physician data
points. Men were 2.77 times more likely to be full
professors (182 271/643 790 men vs 30 349/251 501
women, OR 2.77, 95% CI 2.57 to 2.98). Although men
practised for longer (median 18 vs 12 years, p<0.00002),
the gender gap remained after pooling seven studies that
adjusted for factors including time in practice, specialty,
publications, h-index, additional PhD and institution
(adjusted OR 1.83, 95% CI 1.04 to 3.20). Meta-regression
by data collection year demonstrated improvement over
time (p=0.0011); however, subgroup analysis showed that
gender disparities remain significant in the 2010–2020
decade (OR 2.63, 95% CI 2.48 to 2.80). The gender gap
was present across all specialties and both within and
outside of North America. Men published more papers
(mean difference 17.2, 95% CI 14.7 to 19.7), earned
higher salaries (mean difference $33 256, 95% CI $25
969 to $40 542) and were more likely to be departmental
chairs (OR 2.61, 95% CI 2.19 to 3.12).
Conclusions Gender inequity in academic medicine
exists across all specialties, geographical regions and
multiple measures of success, including academic rank,
publications, salary and leadership. Men are more likely
than women to be full professors after controlling for
experience, academic productivity and specialty. Although
there has been some improvement over time, the gender
disparity in faculty rank persists.
PROSPERO registration number CRD42020197414.

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► This systematic review and meta-analysis compre-

hensively synthesises the literature on gender inequity in academic medicine with full professorship as
the primary outcome.
►► Five major databases were searched including studies globally with no language limitations.
►► We analysed trends over time, across specialties,
and between geographical regions.
►► Both unadjusted and adjusted data were pooled.
►► Individual participant-level data were not available;
a study-level meta-analysis was conducted.

INTRODUCTION
Gender equity remains an important issue
in academic medicine. In the USA, women
make up more than half of medical school
graduates1 and 37% of full-
time faculty.2
However, only 24% of full professors,3 18%
of department chairs4 and 17% of deans
are women.5 Women are under-represented
on editorial boards, have fewer publications
and receive less research funding.6 7 Due
to these inequities, women are more likely
to leave academia.8 Previous studies have
demonstrated the positive impact of healthcare workforce diversity on patient outcomes,
costs, and innovation.9 Therefore, gender
imbalances in academic medicine, particularly in leadership positions, have broad negative implications.10
An important indicator of gender inequity in academic medicine is the difference
in the proportion of women versus men with
full professorship.11 The decision to appoint
a physician to full professor is usually made
by a medical school committee and generally
takes into consideration a candidate’s clinical and academic contributions.12 However,
this varies across settings based on institutional values, specialty, and conscious or
unconscious bias of promotions committee
members.13–15 Importantly, several studies
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METHODS
Protocol and registration
We conducted a systematic review and meta-
analysis
and reported our findings according to the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) statement guidelines.33 Our study protocol
(CRD42020197414) was registered with the International
Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews.34
Information sources and search strategy
MEDLINE, Embase, Cochrane Central Register of
Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), PsycINFO and Education
Resources Information Center (ERIC) were searched
from inception to 3 July 2020 for studies analysing gender
differences in faculty rank among academic physicians.
A combination of Medical Subject Heading terms and
keywords for gender AND physician AND faculty AND
rank were used to maximise sensitivity. Our search did not
apply language limitations and Google Translate was used
for non-English studies.35 The search strategy is detailed
in online supplemental eTable 1.
Study selection and data collection
Title and abstract screening, full-text review, data collection and study quality assessment were conducted by two
independent reviewers (BL and JJ-B), with a third author
resolving discrepancies (FD). We included all original
studies reporting faculty rank stratified by gender among
academic physicians. Included articles did not need to
be specifically designed to assess gender differences
in faculty rank. As long as studies reported the proportion of full professors in a pool of academic physicians
for women and men, they were included. This approach
allowed us to capture articles broadly and sensitively. Case
reports, reviews and studies reporting data on only one
gender were excluded. We hand-searched the reference
lists of included studies for additional articles.
A standardised form was used to collect data for included
studies. Variables obtained were study authors, publication year, geographical region, data source, specialty, data
collection year, sample size, outcomes reported, baseline
demographics and effect size measurements. Authors
were contacted through email for baseline demographics
and effect size measurements if they were not reported
2

in the original publication. When studies reported duplicate data (same data source, year of data collection and
outcome), the most comprehensive article was included
(largest sample size and/or most outcomes reported). In
studies reporting data from multiple years, results from
the most recent year were included. Study quality was
assessed using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) modified for cross-sectional studies.36 37
Outcomes
The primary outcome was the difference in the proportion of female versus male academic physicians with full
professorship. An academic physician was defined as a
physician with a medical school appointment (eg, instructors and assistant/associate/full professors).38 This
primary outcome was chosen because full professorship
is generally considered the highest academic rank and an
important indicator of the overall status of an academic
physician.11
The secondary outcomes were total publications,
index, salary, proportion receiving federal research
h-
funding and leadership (proportion who are departmental chairs). Total publications, h-index and federal
research funding are markers of academic productivity.39
Federal research funding was defined as any funding
received by academic physicians from a national government.40 Salary and departmental chair positions are other
indicators of physician status.41 42
Statistical analysis
We calculated a κ statistic to assess inter-rater agreement
at the title/abstract screening and full-text review stages,
with a threshold of ≥0.8 indicating strong agreement.43
Baseline covariates for men versus women were compared
by calculating median values across included studies and
applying unpaired t-test.
We conducted a meta-analysis of the proportion of men
versus women with full professorship. Unadjusted estimates were reported as ORs with 95% CIs. Adjusted estimates were calculated using the inverse variance method
and reported as adjusted OR with 95% CI.44 Sensitivity
analyses were conducted by excluding low-quality studies
(NOS score ≤5).45 We performed meta-
regression
and subgroup analysis based on data collection year to
assess for trends over time and gender disparities in the
modern era. We also conducted subgroup analyses for
studies within versus outside of North America, surgical
versus non-surgical specialties, and across specialties. For
subgroup analysis by specialty, data were included from
studies that reported specialty-specific results either as
their primary or subgroup analysis. Subgroup differences
were analysed by calculating between-subgroup variance
as described by Borenstein and Higgins.46 47 Continuous
outcome estimates for publications, h-index and salary
were reported as mean differences with 95% CIs. Monetary values for salary were converted to US dollars using
a standardised currency converter.48 Heterogeneity was
Li B, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e050322. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-050322
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have demonstrated that women are less likely than men
to be full professors even after adjusting for clinical and
academic productivity.16–18
The current literature on gender bias in academic
medicine is limited to single studies that assess one institution,19 20 specialty21–24 or country.25–29 Furthermore,
the cross-sectional nature of most analyses precludes an
investigation of trends over time.30–32 We conducted a
systematic review and meta-analysis to calculate a pooled
measurement of gender differences in full professorship worldwide and assessed variations across specialties,
between geographical regions and over time.

Open access

Patient and public involvement
Patients or the public were not involved in the design,
conduct, reporting or dissemination plans of our research.

RESULTS
Study screening and selection
We identified 8050 articles through our search of
MEDLINE (n=3383), Embase (n=2810), PsycINFO
(n=907), ERIC (n=633) and CENTRAL (n=317). A total
of 5897 articles remained after duplicates were removed,
all of which underwent title and abstract screening. A
total of 4827 records were excluded and 1070 underwent
full-
text review. Eight hundred fifty-
two studies (852)
were excluded, most commonly because there was no
relevant outcome (n=606) or no stratification by gender
(n=115), or they contained duplicate data of an included
study (n=54). Hand search of reference lists of included
studies identified no additional articles. Two hundred
eighteen (218) studies were included in the final systematic review and meta-analysis. Inter-rater agreement was
strong at title/abstract screening (κ=0.88) and full-text
review (κ=0.89). Our search results are summarised in
the PRISMA study flow diagram in figure 1.

Study characteristics
We included 218 cross-
sectional studies published
between 1979 and 2020. In total, 991 207 academic
physician data points were included (699 010 men vs
292 197 women). The population included instructors
and assistant/associate/full professors. One hundred
seventy studies reported academic rank (7 adjusted); 42
reported publications (1 adjusted); 41 reported h-index
(1 adjusted); 20 reported salary (2 adjusted); 21 reported
federal research funding (1 adjusted); and 42 reported
departmental chair data (0 adjusted). An increasing
number of studies were published in the past decade
(2010–2020: 164 studies (75%) vs before 2010: 54 studies
(25%)). Outcomes were reported on 24 specialties across
16 regions, including countries from Europe,7 Asia7 and
North America.2 Data sources included surveys (n=89,
40%), departmental websites (n=71, 33%) and faculty
databases (n=58, 27%). The characteristics of included
studies are summarised in online supplemental eTable
2a, and the numbers of included studies by country are
presented in online supplemental eTable 2b.
Baseline demographic data
Ninety studies reported baseline demographic data.
Median values of covariates across included studies
were assessed. Men were older (median age 47.7 vs
43.5, p<0.00001) and practised for longer (median
18 vs 12 years, p<0.00002). Most academic physicians
were white (median 74% (men) and 75% (women),
p=0.56). Men were more likely to be married (median
91% vs 75%, p<0.0002) and have children (median 84%
vs 71%, p<0.0007). There were no significant differences in number of hours worked (median 58.0 (men)
vs 54.7 (women), p=0.056), percentage of time spent
on research (median 27.1% (men) vs 25.2% (women),
p=0.80) or proportion of faculty holding an additional
PhD (14.8% (men) vs 14.6% (women), p=0.57). Baseline
demographic data for included studies are presented in
online supplemental eTable 3.
Study quality
Of the 218 cross-sectional studies, 127 were good quality
(NOS score ≥8); 57 were fair quality (NOS score 6–7); and
34 were poor quality (NOS score ≤5). The most common
reason for diminished study quality was poor comparability of cohorts due to inadequate statistical adjustment
for confounders, with 131 studies receiving a score of 0/2
and 24 studies receiving a score of 1/2. Another contributor to poor quality was insufficient characterisation of
non-respondents in survey-based articles, with 81 studies
receiving a score of 0/1. A summary of study quality
assessment is presented in online supplemental eTable 4.

Figure 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) study flow diagram.
Li B, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e050322. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-050322

Meta-analysis of full professorship
For full professorship, 170 studies with 895 291 academic
physician data points (643 790 men vs 251 501 women)
analysis demonstrated that men
were included. Meta-
were 2.77 times more likely to be full professors (182
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quantified using the I2 statistic, and publication bias was
assessed using funnel plots.
Meta-analyses were conducted using Review Manager
V.5.4.1 (The Cochrane Collaboration, Copenhagen,
Denmark) based on random-
effects models.49 Meta-
regression was performed using R V.4.0.3 (R Project for
Statistical Computing)50 with meta51 and metaphor52
packages. Statistical tests were two-sided with a significance threshold of p<0.05.
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Analysis of individual specialties demonstrated that
men were more likely to be full professors across all
specialties (online supplemental eFigure 5). The specialty
with the smallest gender difference in full professorship
was neurosurgery (five studies; OR 2.14, 95% CI 1.30 to
3.52, p=0.003, I2=59%). The specialty with the greatest
gender difference in full professorship was obstetrics and
gynaecology (eight studies; OR 4.52, 95% CI 3.51 to 5.81,
p<0.00001, I2=70%).
Meta-analysis of secondary outcomes
For total publications, 42 studies comparing 96 483 men
to 47 910 women were included. Over their careers, men
published 17.20 more papers (mean difference 17.20,
95% CI 14.68 to 19.72, p<0.00001, I2=99%; online supplemental eFigure 6). Funnel plot demonstrated publication
bias skewed towards a higher mean difference (online
supplemental eFigure 7). Sensitivity analysis removing
five poor-
quality studies continued to show that men
published more papers (mean difference 17.66, 95%
CI 14.97 to 20.35, p<0.00001, I2=99%; online supplemental eFigure 8). One study demonstrated that women
continued to have fewer publications after adjusting for
career duration (adjusted relative rate 0.46, 95% CI 0.39
to 0.55).57
For h-index, 41 studies comparing 29 923 men to 12
286 women were included. Men had a higher h-index
than women (mean difference 5.97, 95% CI 4.77 to 7.16,
p<0.00001, I2=98%; online supplemental eFigure 9).
Funnel plot demonstrated no evidence of publication
bias (online supplemental eFigure 10). Sensitivity analysis removing one poor-quality study continued to show
that men had a higher h-index (mean difference 5.98,
95% CI 4.77 to 7.19, p<0.00001, I2=98%; online supplemental eFigure 11). One study demonstrated that women
continued to have a lower h-index after adjusting for
career duration (adjusted relative rate 0.62, 95% CI 0.54
to 0.72).57
For federal research funding, 21 studies comparing
87 205 men to 39 638 women were included. Men were
1.71 times more likely to hold a federal research grant
(OR 1.71, 95% CI 1.41 to 2.08, p<0.00001, I2=88%; online
supplemental eFigure 12). Funnel plot demonstrated
evidence of publication bias skewed towards a higher OR
(online supplemental eFigure 13). Sensitivity analysis
removing two poor-quality studies continued to show that
men were more likely to hold a federal research grant
(OR 1.55, 95% CI 1.30 to 1.84, p<0.00001, I2=75%; online
supplemental eFigure 14). One study demonstrated
no difference in the proportion of men versus women
receiving federal research funding after controlling for
time in practice, additional degrees, publications and
h-index (adjusted OR 1.23, 95% CI 0.79 to 1.92).56
For salary, 20 studies comparing 15 155 men to 7837
women were included. Men’s salary was $32 520 higher
(mean difference $32 520, 95% CI $25 790 to $39 260,
p<0.00001, I2=94%; online supplemental eFigure 15).
Funnel plot showed evidence of publication bias skewed
Li B, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e050322. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-050322
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271 (28.3%) vs 30 349 (12.1%), OR 2.77, 95% CI 2.57 to
2.98, p<0.00001, I2=94%; figure 2). Funnel plot showed
no evidence of publication bias (online supplemental
eFigure 1). Sensitivity analysis removing 27 poor-quality
studies (NOS score ≤5) continued to demonstrate that
men were more likely to be full professors (OR 2.81, 95%
CI 2.60 to 3.04, p<0.00001, I2=95%; online supplemental
eFigure 2).
Seven studies adjusted for potential confounders,
including years in practice (Dossani et al,17 Gawad et
al,18 Jena et al,16 Orhurhu et al,53 Riaz et al,54 Smith et al55
and Sperling et al56); specialty (Jena et al); publications
(Dossani et al, Gawad et al, Jena et al, Riaz et al and Sperling et al); h-index (Dossani et al, Gawad et al, Orhurhu
et al, Riaz et al and Sperling et al); additional PhD
(Dossani et al, Gawad et al and Sperling et al); and institution (Dossani et al, Jena et al, Orhurhu et al, Riaz et al
and Sperling et al). Pooling the adjusted effect estimates
comparing 64 469 men to 32 063 women demonstrated
that men were 1.83 times more likely to be full professors
(adjusted OR 1.83, 95% CI 1.04 to 3.20, p=0.03, I2=91%;
figure 3).
To assess trends over time, meta-
regression was
performed based on data collection year, which demonstrated a reduction in the gender gap between 1979 and
2020 (p=0.0011, figure 4). Of note, 1979 was the data
collection year for the first study on gender differences
in faculty rank of academic physicians based on our
search. To evaluate gender disparities in the modern era,
subgroup analysis was performed by decade (figure 5).
Before 2000, men were 3.62 times more likely to be full
professors (OR 3.62, 95% CI 3.27 to 4.01, p<0.00001,
I2=85%). Between 2000 and 2009, men were 2.85 times
more likely to be full professors (OR 2.85, 95% CI 2.36 to
3.42, p<0.00001, I2=97%). Between 2010 and 2020, men
were 2.63 times more likely to be full professors (OR 2.63,
95% CI 2.48 to 2.80, p<0.00001, I2=63%).
Differences between geographical regions were analysed (online supplemental eFigure 3). Given that the
majority of included studies were published in North
America (182/218), we compared countries within North
America to countries outside of North America. Within
North America, men were 2.87 times more likely to be
full professors (OR 2.87, 95% CI 2.65 to 3.10, p<0.00001,
I2=95%). Outside of North America, men were 2.34 times
more likely to be full professors (OR 2.34, 95% CI 1.80 to
3.04, p<0.00001, I2=82%). There was no significant difference between countries in North America versus outside
of North America (χ2=2.12, p=0.15).
Surgical specialties were compared with non-surgical
specialties (online supplemental eFigure 4). For surgical
specialties, men were 2.99 times more likely to be full
professors (OR 2.99, 95% CI 2.64 to 3.40, p<0.00001,
I2=72%). For non-
surgical specialties, men were 2.72
times more likely to be full professors (OR 2.72, 95% CI
2.48 to 2.98, p<0.00001, I2=84%). There was no significant difference between surgical and non-surgical specialties (χ2=1.43, p=0.23).
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Figure 2

Forest plot of full professorship for men versus women. M-H, Mantel-Haenszel; Random, random effects model.
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towards a higher mean difference (online supplemental
eFigure 16). Sensitivity analysis removing one poor-
quality study continued to show that men received a
higher salary than women (mean difference $34 930,
95% CI $25 920 to $43 950, p<0.00001, I2=95%; online
supplemental eFigure 17). Two studies reported adjusted
estimates for salary. Jena et al41 demonstrated that men
earned more after controlling for time in practice,
research funding, publications and clinical trial participation (adjusted absolute difference $19 878, 95% CI $15
261 to $24 495).41 Gambhir et al58 also showed that men
received a higher salary after adjusting for academic rank
and specialty (adjusted absolute difference $45 904, 95%
CI $13 264 to $103 137).58
For leadership, 42 studies comparing 48 613 men to
26 958 women were included. Men were 2.61 times more
likely to be a departmental chair (OR 2.61, 95% CI 2.19
to 3.12, p<0.00001, I2=55%; online supplemental eFigure
18). Funnel plot demonstrated no evidence of publication bias (online supplemental eFigure 19). Sensitivity
analysis removing six poor-quality studies continued to
show that men were more likely to be departmental chairs
(OR 2.60, 95% CI 2.16 to 3.13, p<0.00001, I2=59%; online
supplemental eFigure 20). No studies reported adjusted
estimates for this outcome.

DISCUSSION
Summary of findings
This systematic review and meta-analysis of 218 studies
including 991 207 academic physician data points
demonstrated that men were 2.77 times more likely to
be full professors than women. This was consistent across
specialties and geographical regions. There has been
some improvement over time, but in the 2010–2020
decade, men were 2.63 times more likely to be full professors. Although men practised 6 years longer than women,
men continued to be 1.83 times more likely to be full
professors after pooling results from seven studies that
controlled for number of years in practice. Furthermore,
men published 17.2 more papers, had an h-index that was
5.97 higher, received a salary that was $32 520 greater,
and were 2.61 and 1.71 times more likely to be departmental chairs and to receive federal research funding,
respectively. Among single studies, men continued to
have more publications, higher h-
indices and greater
salaries after adjusting for factors including time in practice and specialty.41 57 58

Figure 4 Meta-regression of full professorship based on
data collection year. Each circle represents a unique study;
the size of the circle indicates weight; and the blue line shows
the trend over time. The Y axis represents the log OR of the
proportion of men versus women with full professorship.

Comparison to existing literature
This was the first systematic review and meta-analysis of
gender differences in faculty rank among academic physicians. Our findings are consistent with most of the single
studies in the literature demonstrating significant gender
disparities in academic rank. Specifically, our pooled
analysis of 24 specialties across 16 countries confirmed
that the gender disparity in full professorship is pervasive
across specialties globally.
Jena et al16 performed the largest single study on this
topic, analysing 91 073 US academic physicians. They
showed that 28.6% of men were full professors compared
with 11.9% of women, for an absolute difference of
16.7%.16 In their study, men were older, more likely
to hold federal research grants and published more
papers. However, after adjusting for experience, research

6

A meta-
analysis of adjusted estimates for secondary
outcomes was not performed due to a paucity of studies.
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Figure 3 Forest plot of full professorship adjusted for years in practice (Dossani, Gawad, Jena, Orhurhu, Riaz, Smith and
Sperling); specialty (Jena); publications (Dossani, Gawad, Jena, Riaz and Sperling); h-index (Dossani, Gawad, Orhurhu, Riaz and
Sperling); additional PhD (Dossani, Gawad and Sperling); and institution (Dossani, Jena, Orhurhu, Riaz and Sperling). IV, inverse
variance; Random, random effects; SE, standard error; Total, sample size.
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Figure 5 Subgroup analysis of full professorship by decade based on data collection year (before 2000, 2000–2009, 2010–
2020). M-H, Mantel-Haenszel; Random, random effects model.
Li B, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e050322. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-050322
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Explanation of findings
In our study, men practised for 6 years longer than
women, which may have contributed to men being 2.77
times more likely to be full professors. However, after
pooling seven studies that adjusted for number of years
in practice, men continued to be 1.83 times more likely
to attain full professorship. Therefore, differences in
career duration do not fully explain the gender gap.
This is consistent with previous studies showing that men
were more likely to hold higher academic positions after
adjusting for time in practice.17 18 53
Several studies have explored reasons for gender
inequity in academic medicine. In a survey of 4285 US
paediatricians, women were less likely to report that they
received adequate mentorship.21 Other studies have
demonstrated gender-
based discrimination,59 unequal
allocation of institutional resources60 and lack of promotion tracks for women who take time off for childcare.61
In addition to inequity at work, inequity at home may
also influence progress in academic medicine. Jolly
and colleagues62 surveyed 1049 US clinician–scientists
and found that women spent 8.5 more hours/week on
household activities than men.62 Due to these inequities,
women are more likely to leave academia.63 These reasons
could explain the gender differences in academic rank,
research productivity, salary and leadership.
Notably, our study demonstrated that a similar gender
gap in full professorship exists for countries within and
outside of North America. Despite geographical and
cultural differences, gender inequity is a global phenomenon. This systemic problem exists not only in healthcare
but also in education,64 income65 and political power.66
Our analysis showed that men were more likely than
women to be full professors across every specialty. Interestingly, 39% of faculty in obstetrics and gynaecology were
women, yet men were four times more likely to be full
professors. Rayburn and colleagues67 analysed US faculty
in obstetrics and gynaecology and found an increase in
the proportion of female entry-level faculty, but they were
primarily in the non-tenure track.67 They showed that
promotion rates dropped from 35% in 1980–1989 to 26%
in 2000–2009.67 Therefore, in specialties where there is an
increasing number of women entering but few opportunities for advancement, the gender gap may be widening.
We showed minimal improvement in gender disparities
over time, with men being 2.63 times more likely to be full
professors in 2010–2020. As demonstrated in the example
of obstetrics and gynaecology, waiting for more women to
enter the academic pipeline will be insufficient to close
the gender gap. One method of actively improving gender
equity is implementing programmes that directly support
women. For example, Stanford University’s School of
8

Medicine established the Office of Diversity and Leadership in 2004.68 They developed research awards, mentorship programmes and networking events for women.68
Over the next 6 years, the number of female full professors increased from 52 to 91.68 This rise was 60% greater
than the national promotion rate to full professor for
women.68 Similar career development programmes at
Johns Hopkins University69 and the University of Michigan70 have demonstrated benefits to female academic
physicians. In Europe, many medical schools have instituted Athena Scientific Women’s Academic Network
action plans, which are a set of multilevel interventions that address structural, cultural and institutional
factors that create barriers for women.71 This broad-
based strategy has significantly improved female representation in leadership positions.72 However, Carr and
colleagues73 demonstrated that many institutions do not
have programmes to support gender equity.73 This may
explain the ongoing gender gap, which can be further
closed by expanding interventions that support women to
a national and global scale.
Limitations
This study was limited by high heterogeneity in most of
the analyses conducted. This was expected as we pooled
effect estimates across multiple specialties, data sources,
and countries. Subgroup analysis by specialty demonstrated a reduction in heterogeneity. Therefore, data variability across specialties may be a source of heterogeneity
in our study.
Funnel plots for secondary outcomes including publications, federal research funding, and salary demonstrated
evidence of publication bias, which may have contributed
to overestimation of the gender gap. However, there was
no evidence of publication bias for the primary outcome
of academic rank.
There may be selection bias due to the inclusion of
cross-sectional studies that did not statistically adjust for
confounding. However, pooling of studies that controlled
for potential confounders demonstrated that men
continued to be more likely than women to be full professors. Sensitivity analysis was also conducted to remove
poor-
quality studies, which did not have a significant
impact on the pooled estimate for any outcome.
We intended to reduce the risk of counting a study
participant more than once by including only the most
comprehensive article (largest sample size and/or most
outcomes reported) when multiple studies reported
duplicate data (same data source, year of data collection,
and outcome). However, this risk could not be completely
mitigated without participant-level data, which was not
available in our study-level meta-analysis.
In our cohort, we did not have information on the
academic ranks of all the participants (eg, instructors
and assistant/associate professors) as many studies only
reported the number of full professors out of a pool of
academic physicians. We recommend that future studies
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productivity and specialty, women continued to be less
likely than men to be full professors, with an absolute
difference of 4%.16 We demonstrated similar findings
across specialties, over time and between geographical
regions in a larger pooled cohort.

Open access

CONCLUSIONS
This systematic review and meta-
analysis provides a
comprehensive synthesis of the literature on gender
differences in faculty rank among academic physicians.
We demonstrated that men were more likely to be full
professors than women after adjusting for experience,
academic productivity, and specialty. The gender gap
exists across all specialties and geographical regions.
Gender inequity persists even in the most contemporaneous studies, indicating that gender disparities in faculty
rank will remain unless actively addressed. Greater efforts
are needed to support women in academic medicine.
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